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.

Domination

• Let si and s′i be two strategies for player i, and let S−i be the
set of all possible strategy profiles for the other players
• What’s a “strategy”?
• For now, just choosing an action (“pure strategy”)

.
Definition..
.si strictly dominates s′i if ∀s−i ∈ S−i, ui(si, s−i) > ui(s

′
i, s−i)

.
Definition..
.si very weakly dominates s′i if ∀s−i ∈ S−i, ui(si, s−i) ≥ ui(s

′
i, s−i)
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.

Equilibria and dominance

• If one strategy dominates all others, we say it is dominant.
• A strategy profile consisting of dominant strategies for every

player must be a Nash equilibrium.
• An equilibrium in strictly dominant strategies must be unique.

56 3 Competition and Coordination: Normal form games

when congestion occurs. You have two possible strategies: C (for using a Correct
implementation) and D (for using a Defective one). If both you and your colleague
adopt C then your average packet delay is 1ms (millisecond). If you both adopt D the
delay is 3ms, because of additional overhead at the network router. Finally, if one of
you adopts D and the other adopts C then the D adopter will experience no delay at all,
but the C adopter will experience a delay of 4ms.

These consequences are shown in Figure 3.1. Your options are the two rows, and
your colleague’s options are the columns. In each cell, the first number represents
your payoff (or, minus your delay), and the second number represents your colleague’s
payoff.1TCP user’s

game

Prisoner’s
dilemma game

C D

C −1,−1 −4, 0

D 0,−4 −3,−3

Figure 3.1 The TCP user’s (aka the Prisoner’s) Dilemma.

Given these options what should you adopt, C or D? Does it depend on what you
think your colleague will do? Furthermore, from the perspective of the network opera-
tor, what kind of behavior can he expect from the two users? Will any two users behave
the same when presented with this scenario? Will the behavior change if the network
operator allows the users to communicate with each other before making a decision?
Under what changes to the delays would the users’ decisions still be the same? How
would the users behave if they have the opportunity to face this same decision with the
same counterpart multiple times? Do answers to the above questions depend on how
rational the agents are and how they view each other’s rationality?

Game theory gives answers to many of these questions. It tells us that any rational
user, when presented with this scenario once, will adopt D—regardless of what the
other user does. It tells us that allowing the users to communicate beforehand will
not change the outcome. It tells us that for perfectly rational agents, the decision will
remain the same even if they play multiple times; however, if the number of times that
the agents will play this is infinite, or even uncertain, we may see them adopt C.

3.2 Games in normal form

The normal form, also known as thestrategicor matrix form, is the most familiargame in
strategic form

game in matrix
form

representation of strategic interactions in game theory.

1. The term ‘Prisoners’ Dilemma’ for this famous game theoretic situation derives from the original story
accompanying the numbers. Imagine the players of the game are two prisoners suspected of a crime rather
than network users, that you each can either Confess to the crime or Deny it, and that the absolute values of
the numbers represent the length of jail term each of you will get in each scenario.
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